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Meta data, or data about data, has been in existence when dealing with imaging ever since someone first etched a date or name 
on the side of a daguerreotype in the 1800s. Meta data is a common product feature in many CCTV cameras, but there 

are no industry-wide standards. Typically once meta data is associated with or embedded into security footage it is static. Since 
2006, Bosch Security Systems has been the industry pioneer with intelligent analytics inside the camera, or at the edge. While 
performing configurable intelligent video analytics the camera or encoder also generates meta data that encompasses the entire 
field of view. Combined with the unique ability to record directly to iSCSI in a block data format, the meta data is forensically 
searchable after it is recorded and is not dependent upon IVA triggers being set prior to an event. Recording searches are also 
independent of configured live triggers. With the advent of the IVA 5.6 feature of face detection, specific meta data can now be 
seamlessly parsed to third party applications or cloud storage. Besides normal exporting functionality, recorded video can also 
be mass exported in its original iSCSI block format for evidence extraction. Bosch is a founding member of ONVIF, the industry 
standard for interoperability. With the emergence of high definition cameras and H.264, Bosch has led the way in education on 
deployment standards as outlined by Johnson’s criteria and the Scientific Workgroup Imaging Technology (SWGIT). 
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